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Chapter objectives 
Each chapter begins with a short 
overview of the chapter to aid 
understanding and navigation. 
Activities 
Margin notes 
Notes in the margins highlight key points 
throughout each chapter. 
The activities help readers to understand 
the ideas coV'cred in each chapter. 
Examples 
Guided Tour vii 
Thinking questions 
These qnestions encourage students to think 
more deeply about the topics. 
The examples provide further 
explanation of the key ideas. 
Summary 
A concise summary at the end of each 
chapter helps students to identify the most 
important points covered in the chapter. 
Glossary 
At the end of each chapter a short glossary 
defines the key terms and concepts. 
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I g About Learning 
The purpose of this book is to help you become the best learner you can be. Everything we know about 
learning suggests that failure to learn well is overvvhelmingly the result of going about learning in the wrong 
way. Your teachers will do their best to design classes that will help you to learn. But what you bring to this 
situation is also velY important. 
In this first chapter, we examine some of the things we know about learning that might help you to be 
aware of what YOll are doing, and to take control of it. We address: 
'Ideas about the nature of learning; 
learning approaches; 
learning at university; 
The learning process. 
I.deas about the nature of learning 
As we engage in any activity, we naturally form an idea about what we are 
doing. We continually fit new information and ideas into what we already 
Imow, thus creating meaning and understanding and the ability to act in new 
contexts .. We also constantly test the value and usefulness of our 
We~re: continually 
making ,sense of 
our world. . 
understandings through action in the world. In turn, we create new meaning from the processes 
and outcomes of these actions. Amazingly, all of this meaning making is mostly done without 
us having to think about what we are doing. It is as automatic as our ability to walk and adjust 
our balance and strength to meet different kinds of ground. However sometimes it is important 
to become conscious of this process. 
Thinking 
Think of an activity that shows our ability both to make sense of the world, and to adjust to a 
new situation automatically. Think of some activity where we need to consciously consider how 
to approach a new task. 
You have been involved in learning for a long time. As a natural result of this, you will have 
ft1rmed an idea of what learning is. Your conception {idea} oflearning has been a useful one. 
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It has enabled you to graduate from high school or university and brought you to your 
program. In the Activity, we are you to 
your idea oflearning is. 
No/e: communication, January, 2006. 
understandings oflearning. have been 
listed as the six conceptions by Marton, Dall'Alba and Beaty (1993). 
Marton, Dall' Alba and Beaty's (1993) conceptions of learning are: 
A Increasing knowledge, 
B reproducing, 
C Applying, 
D Understanding, 
r~ Seeing something in a different way, 
II' Changing as a person {pp. 
arc two reasons becoming aware we think learning is about: 
1 What we think is is closely linked to the strategies and 
approaches we use to learn; 
2 becoming aware of what we think, we can change our approaches if 
new tasks a new kind 
As you can see from. Table 1.1, quite 
usually associated with different ideas about learning. 
l' Thinking About 
Table 1.1 Different learning strategies associated with different conceptions 
of learning 
conception Learning strategies 
YO(J would 
Inncp;""no one's itln a text book; 
• listen to something, or read it, without taking further action. 
• Develop a mnemonic (a rhyme, an association); 
and • make a list of similar things; 
c 
o. 
E, something in 
a different way 
F: Changing as a 
person 
• say it or write it over and over; 
• test yourself or get others to test you. 
ways; 
formulae to solve nrn,hl",m~ or do 
using the knowledge in short answers or essays. 
• Think about the new knowledge in relation to what you 
know; 
• consider how the new ~nrll,,""ml'" relates to what you know it 
similar or riiff,'>,,,,nf/\ 
• write about it in your own words to 
.' break it into parts and work out how 
• t"lk about it; 
• find additional information about it; 
it for 
parts connect with each 
• draw a concept map or mind map or other diagram it with 
other related knowledge; 
• engage in debates; 
• look for ideas and information that might show it is wrong or 
about the in relation to your own 
• find out about what this means for 
• consider whether this makes a difference to ",,,,m,,,,,,, 
ways of thinking; 
• look for how this changes other you know 
your ways of behaving and/or understanding because of what 
you now know; 
• see yourself and your relationship to others differently. 
Note: .Adapted fron1 a table (Jev'eIOlpeCl by M. communication, January, 2006, 
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Activity:. Strategies involved i.n learning 
2 
Table 1,1 and tick all the strategies you have ever used for learning (if you 
don't understand what is meant by a particularac;tivity, do not tick it as it means 
have not done it). 
of learning. Match it with the mai n 
it. 
a Have you ticked al.1 these 
b Have you ticked not in your conception of 
c Considerallthe stra~~gies you have ticked; 
f()r .. leahling7Ur:irJ.erHnethese. 
dA~etheun(h~rliri~q,~tr~tegiesassociated with your 
eAi~Jh~fe~n'yst~~ti?giesy~u have never used'? 
ones do you find most useful 
of learning? 
3 DisclJsstheJ6116wI!lgquesUoris with the student next to you: 
a VVhymigbftherebea difference· between one 
the strategies' has in 
and 
b in learr1ing 
4 you discovered about 
strategies, 
Yi)u have probably noticed that there is some relationship between 
Intention learning and the strategies enlployed in ordcr to learn. One 
how we learn. reason for the close association is probabl.y both are linked to the 
motivation or intention a student has in 
whose main intention is to pass a course that 
their own estimation) them to accumulate as information as in 
the shortest time. They use the associated with conceptions A and B, 
and perhaps also C. Their aim is to reproduce the content in the course. 
On the other hand, students whose intention to learn is on their OWll interest in 
content of a course favour those strategies that enhance understanding. They are 
to llSC strategies associated with the learning D, E and F Their overall 
aim is to find meaning. 
to your aim in studying? Think of particular courses. 
Approaches to learning 
'Two broad approaches to 
thesc: and deep. 
have been dcscribed. Marton and Saljo (1984) named 
aOIO'rclacltles indicate both the intention the student has in 
hllfillillg the intention. 
eha 1." Thin About 
Students with a sutface appmllch to learning are not interested in the 
content, but in some extrinsic of the task) bctor. 'J'bey may, for A stude:nt With a 
example, be aiming to just in order to obtain employment or they may be 
studying because their parents it As a result a lack interest and 
motivation, these students do not aim to understand the content, but to 
reproduce it. They learn as if they were information in a computer. Each 
new file is given a name a are not linked .. Such 
poor search function. VII'hi1e can retrieve a particular file, fInd it 
or impossible to about ideas that occur in files. 
students consistently employ a surface approach in their learning. However, 
most students act in a ITlluch more strategic manner, using it only occasionally wherl 
they are not interested in a particular activity or when the task demands it). 
Activity: Thinking about a surface approach to learning 
What happens when you ask a person who has a surface to 
why something occurs? do you get this 
Can you think of anything YOLI have learned with a surface approa.ch? How did you 
learn it? 
How long do you find you can retain (keep) information you have learned with a 
surface approach? 
who have a deep llpprollCh to Ieaming arc the opposite. Such 
have an intrinsic to the task itself) motivation or intention. 
want to find in the content by: 
looking for connections between ideas; 
looking at the way ideas and information are organised; conn~~ctiCins. 
examining how their new knowledge fits in with they already know; 
critically assessing and information. 
term reserved about students' intentions 
strategies within an the 
deep approach in it is useful to 
it in terms oflearning outside 
A student with a deep is H.ke a well informed observer of a sporting event. 
Such an observer not only each player, but notices how helshe adds to Of 
detracts from the game as a whole .. Moreover, what is in the game is 
connected to what has in other games. The can thus assess what i~ so 
01' poor about the particular event 
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Activity: Recognising when we have a deep approach to 
knowledg~ 
Find someone else in who shares a similar interest to you (e,g, football, 
soccer, table gYll1nastics,.,heavy metal travel, surfing 
2 Take one particular instance . beach Describe what 
makes it mel11Grabl.e 
3 f\eview with your how you described the instance: 
a Did you describe the instance by to what happened at 
game or event or 
b Did you describe the 
events, places etc? 
c Did you make some 
places etc? 
by condections to other games, players, 
by comparing games, events, 
4 Do you consider you have a approach to about the topic you have 
Whether a student has the or intention to learn in a surface or manner 
upon both the student and his/her educational environment. Clearly 
certain preferences for how they learn. The educational also encourages 
to take a particular approach to knowledge. If a course is structured to provide a 
vast quantity of information, and if the assessment of course is aimed at testing 
of speciflc items of information, then students are led into taking a 
to their learning. On other hand, if a course aims to show how 
are connected, 
ideas are linked, 
if the assessment tests 
are encouraged to 
encourages students to SI.10W 
learning in a 
deep manner, 
All univer'sily courses 
require il deep 
approach to 
course to some extent, to encourage deep 
many courses require some memorising, this is always 
expected to carried out within the context a general understanding 
of the content. 
there is variation in how particular courses are presented, the 
aim is to encourage learning by: 
students to see and infc)rmatloI1 are 
students to curious and in the content; 
enabling students to participate in discussion on course 
developing student ability to display their knowledge the course through 
assessment that tests not knowledge of information and ideas,. but also how a 
has thought about and integrated (put together) 
Chapter 1: Thinking About Learning 7 
prio rep 8St) exp er ie nc~., 
who has. come from the sam~country or the sa me kind or schooling 
Together,examine thebul'et~pointlisfof vva~sthata. u·nive.rsityuses'to encourage 
deep learning'. '. ....... . 
Thinkof.howyou learned pieviously(e.g.in high school;OriilyciGr uniVersity in 
home country). Is it the same or differentfrom the bullet-point list? Be specific. 
It is important to reassess our conception oflearning as we enter new contexts. In 
particular, it is necessary to give thoughtful consideration to what kind oflearning is 
expected at university. University education places greater demands on aU students as it, 
quite rigbtly, cballenges students to do more than they had previously. Domestic students 
and overseas students who have succeeded at school by focusing on memorising discrete 
(separate) pieces of information, especially, will find they have to transform how they 
learn in order to be successful at university. Moreover, all students, no matter what their 
preference is for an approach to learning, need to upgrade their learning skills to cope 
with the more demanding context at university. 
The learning process 
Not surprisingly, there are number of theories (developed ideas) of what is signi.flcant in 
learning. One theory, C01l.Jlruclivism, places the idea that "it is the learner who constructs 
knowledge" (Biggs, 1991, p. 2) at the centre of its explanation oflearning. 
The learner is at the centre of the two processes involved in understanding: taking in 
new information and ideas, and trying them out in "the world". This can be seen by 
examining the five stages in learning at university: 
Encounter or be introduced to the idea, ... or skill. 
Get to know more about it. 
Try it out for oneself 
Get feedback (response). 
Reflect (think), adjust, try again (Toohey, 1999, p. 153). 
Active engagement is required at each stage of learning. A student begins by 
taking in some new idea or information. At this stage the student can actively 
learn by employing strategies appropriate for understanding. It will probably 
lead automatically to the need for further information, either because some 
Taking in new 
Knowledge is thi;! 
beginning of learning, 
ideas need to be clarified, or out of an interest in pursuing the topic in greater depth. 
However, learning is not complete until it is checked for compatibility with what 
others understand. Our knowledge is communal, that is, it depends on our agreement as 
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a community on what counts as knowledge. Thus, once we have assimilated the new 
or information, we need to it out "in world" .. We do this most typically by 
speaking or writing about it (we can also make it into Of dance, or paint it etc). 
The feedback (response) we receive either ourselves or others is a 
>\;;",u"u,.; If the feedback confirms our way of 
knowrie(ilre ",,-,,,,,.,1,-.,, more 
others are or unsure, we need to continue learning. 
Reflection learning. It a conscious consideration 
our own and other's feedback. We can decide if we need to our 
alter we present it, or how we apply it. Having the feedback we can 
tryout our understanding in another context. 
A.ctivity: Feedback 
Discuss the 
Have 
a How did you know 
b What did YOLI do you respon~se? 
.If 
2 Have you ever said that you felt was extitingandnew and the person you 
spoke to was. excited by what 
a How did they show 
b What did you 
awareness of how you learn you can act to the best learner 
M.aintain interest and about the content you arc 
Actively look for knowledge to help learn new ideas and 
Actively seek to link new knowledge to what YOll already know. 
Actively seek learning to enhance understanding. 
out new knowledge by speaking or writing about it by other suitable 
Listen to LeA.",",'«\.-I". 
ReHect on the feedback to find ways to adjust or acti.on. 
a point where you that you have the knowledge "your , and 
that you can use it in new contexts. 
As you over your own creation it is your 
responsibility to become aware of how you learn and so enhance your 
learning. Of course, you will meet obstacles. Sometimes courses are not 
designed lecturers and tutors are not as helpful as you need them 
to be. you can always do the can, even in difficult 
VC;'_'JJ'llUIIl'. aware what you 
Chapter] : Thinking About Learning 9 
Thin king about your conception of learning 
·····)(jtcloesnotadequat~lyde.scribe your learning, write an9ther descriptio~. 6fYo~r;< 
. of what learniligi::;. Don't just copyfrom the book. Create your own .. ' 
beingasc!ea rand detailed as possible, 
Remember to return to this descriptiono"f your conception of learning after you have 
completed your flrst semesteLCons'ider if your conception of lea riling has changed; 
or ifwhalyou ha\reis helping you to learn in the best possible way. 
'Go 'to our web sitewww.oup.com.au/orc/turner for more activities on the skills' 
. covered in this chapter. 
In this chapter we have explored how learning is a creative act of knowledge acquisition 
(gaining). We all have some control over both what, and how, we learn. Thus, we can enhance 
our capabilities, and so increase our chance of success at university, or indeed in any 
endeavour. By becoming more aware of what we think learning is, of what kind of learning is 
required, and how learning occurs, we have the power to alter and develop how we learn. 
This book has been written to help you learn at university. It provides you with the essential 
skills in listening, reading, writing, speaking, and researching that are required in undertaking 
most university courses. In each chapter we show you, in a step by step manner, the basic 
skills needed to complete each learning task. More importantly, we consistently encourage and 
support you to stretch your skills in learning. Our aim is to help you become the best learner 
that you can be, for success both at university and in life. 
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conception of learning an idea of what we mean by learning. 
constructivism is a theory that sees learning as occuring only when a person actively 
constructs or her own understanding of that which they are learning. 
deep approach to learning an approach in which the learner seeks meaning by looking for 
connections and structures. 
feedback a response made to someone who has produced a statement (in any form) of an 
idea, or information, Of feeling. It can indicate level of understanding or of agreement or 
disagreement. 
theory a description and/or explanation of what occurs,. which is supported by evidence and 
that is usually produced through a careful process of research (investigation). 
surface approach to learning an approach in which the learner seeks to remember 
information as a series of discrete or isolated facts. 
